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As device dimensions shrink to deep sub-micron ranges, the hot-carrier effect is a
main concern for the long-term reliability. It is known that the delay degradation (induced by the hot-carrier effect) of a logic gate is linearly proportional to the number of
output switching activities. Due to the clock gating design, the clock gates often have
different active probabilities, which lead to different delay degradations. The difference
among the delay degradations of clock paths results in an additional clock skew, called
aging skew. Based on that observation, in this paper, we present the first attempt, called
anti-aging clock gating (AACG), for the synthesis of gated clock designs with the aging
skew considered. Given a constraint on the power consumption, the objective of our
AACG is to minimize the aging skew (by equalizing the delay degradations of clock
paths as possible). Two integer linear programs (ILP) are proposed to formally draw up
our AACG problem in the register-transfer-level (RTL) synthesis stage and the high-level
synthesis stage, respectively. Compared with previous works, benchmark data show that
our approach can greatly reduce the aging skew without any penalty on the power consumption.
Keywords: electronic design automation, high-level synthesis, reliability, clock gating,
clock skew, integer linear programming

1. INTRODUCTION
In a synchronous sequential circuit, the clock signal defines a relative time reference
for the movement of data. The most common strategy for clock distribution is to insert a
number of buffers along the clock paths (i.e., the paths from clock source to flip-flops),
forming a clock tree structure. The clock skew is the maximum difference among the
delays of clock paths. Since the clock skew has a negative impact on the circuit performance, the minimization of clock skew is always a very important topic in the design
of synchronous sequential circuit.
Conventionally, it is thought that the clock skew includes two components: the design skew and the process skew. The design skew results from a clock tree design that is
not optimal (with respect to a target manufacturing process), while the process skew results from the variation of manufacturing process. Earlier research efforts [1] only focus
on the elimination of design skew. In recent years, several research efforts [2] have been
paid to construct a robust clock tree (i.e., to minimize the worst-case clock skew) by considering both the design skew and the process skew.
In addition, it is noteworthy to mention that the clock signal is the most active sigReceived August 18, 2008; revised December 3, 2008 & March 9, 2009; accepted April 16, 2009.
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nal in the circuit. Therefore, it is also important to distribute the clock signal with low
power. In fact, it is very often that only a portion of the circuit is active. Thus, clock gating [3-8] has been recognized as one of the most effective techniques to reduce the power
consumption. By shutting down the idle modules, clock gating can prevent the circuit
from consuming unnecessary power. Further, clock gating can also prevent wasteful
switching of the clock tree by masking off the clock at the internal nodes of the clock tree.
Note the synthesis of gated clock designs is dependent on the results of high-level
synthesis, including which modules are idle, when, and for how long. Based on a scheduled data flow graph (DFG) and a module binding solution, Tellez et al. [3] and Farrahi
et al. [4] derive the clock control logics, called activity driven clock tree, for low power.
Recently, Cheng et al. [5] study the synthesis of clock gating in the high-level synthesis
stage. Based on a DFG, they [5] derive the module binding solution for low power clock
gating. As a result, the power consumption of activity driven clock tree can be further
minimized.
On the other hand, as device dimensions shrink to deep sub-micron ranges, the hotcarrier effect [9-11] has become an important concern for the long-term reliability of a
circuit. The hot-carrier-induced damage in metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) transistors
is caused by the injection of high-energy electrons and holes in the gate oxide near the
drain region. Those injected carriers may be trapped in the oxide, which causes the degradation of MOS transistors. As a result, the delay characteristics of MOS transistors will
change over time. To ensure the long-term reliability, many research efforts [12-17] have
been paid to reduce the hot-carrier effect in different design stages. However, to the best
of our knowledge, the hot-carrier effect has not been considered in the synthesis of gated
clock designs.
In fact, the delay degradation (induced by the hot-carrier effect) of a logic gate is
linearly proportional to the number of output switching activities [16, 17]. Due to the
clock gating design, the clock gates often have different active probabilities, which lead
to different delay degradations. Note that the difference in the delay degradations of
clock paths results in an additional clock skew, called aging skew. Obviously, if the aging skew is too large, the circuit will fail to function at some point later in time. Thus,
there is a demand to properly control the aging skew.1
1.1 Comments on Previous Work
To the best of our knowledge, the invention of Cohn et al. [18] is the only work that
considers the aging skew. By adjusting the design skew, their approach [18] can reduce
the effect of aging skew at most 50%. In the following, we use a simple example for illustration.
Consider two clock paths: clock path p1 and clock path p2. Suppose:
(1) The delays of clock path p1 and clock path p2 are 50 ps and 50 ps, respectively (i.e.,
the design skew is 0).
(2) After ten years, the delay degradations of clock path p1 and clock path p2 are 15 ps
and 5 ps, respectively (i.e., the aging skew is 10 ps). Therefore, after ten years, the
delays of clock path p1 and clock path p2 become 65 ps and 55 ps, respectively. Ob1

If the clock skew (including the aging skew) is zero, the clock period is the maximum aged combinational
delay. Note previous works [16, 17] have tried to reduce the maximum aged combinational delay at the gatelevel design stage.
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viously, within the ten-year period, the worst-case clock skew is 10 ps (due to the
effect of aging skew).
To reduce the effect of aging skew, Cohn et al. [18] adjust the design skew (i.e.,
adjust the delay of clock path p1) as below: the delay of clock path p1 is decreased by
half of the aging skew. For instance, in this example, the delay of clock path p1 is decreased by 5 ps. As a result, the delay of clock path p1 is adjusted to be 45 ps. Since the
delay of clock path p2 is still 50 ps, the design skew becomes 5 ps. After ten years, the
delays of clock path p1 and clock path p2 become 60 ps and 55 ps, respectively. Obviously, within the ten-year period, the worst-case clock skew is only 5 ps.
It should be mentioned that Cohn et al. [18] do not reduce the aging skew. In fact,
they [18] only reduce the effect of aging skew by adjusting the design skew. Moreover,
the reduction to the effect of aging skew is at most 50%. As a result, if the aging skew is
too large, the long-term reliability still cannot be ensured. For example, suppose the aging
skew is 10 ps. By applying the invention of Cohn et al. [18], the worst-case clock skew
is at least 5 ps. Therefore, if the clock skew constraint is 4 ps, the circuit still will fail to
function within the ten-year period.
1.2 Our Contributions
In this paper, we present the first attempt for the synthesis of gated clock designs
with the aging skew considered. We say our design style is anti-aging clock gating
(AACG). The framework of our AACG is based on the design methodology of activity
driven clock tree [3, 4]. Given a constraint on the power consumption, the objective of
our AACG is to equalize the delay degradations of clock paths as possible. As a result,
the aging skew can be minimized. It is also noteworthy to mention that our AACG has
no penalty on both the design skew and the process skew.
Our work includes the following two aspects.
(1) RTL-AACG approach. We propose an integer linear programming (ILP) approach,
called RTL-AACG, to formally draw up our AACG problem in the RTL synthesis
stage. Given a scheduled DFG, a module binding solution, and a constraint on the
power consumption, our RTL-AACG is to find a gated clock tree construction so that
the aging skew can be minimized.
(2) HLS-AACG approach. We propose an ILP approach, called HLS-AACG, to formally
draw up the AACG problem in the high-level synthesis stage. Given a scheduled
DFG, a set of modules, and a constraint on the power consumption, our HLS-AACG
is to find a module binding solution and a gated clock tree construction so that the
aging skew can be minimized. Note, compared with our RTL-AACG, our HLS-AACG
has a larger solution space. As a result, our HLS-AACG can achieve a smaller aging
skew.
In fact, our approach has no conflict with the invention of Cohn et al. [18]. The designer can combine our approach with the invention of Cohn et al. [18] as below. First,
our approach is applied to minimize the aging skew. Then, the invention of Cohn et al.
[18] is applied to further control the effect of aging skew.
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Note, as device dimensions shrink to nanometer ranges, the negative-bias-temperature-instability (NBTI) effect [19] has become another important concern for the longterm reliability.2 The readers may raise a question: is our approach applicable to the NBTI
effect? Actually, from [19], we can derive: in a gated clock tree, the delay degradation
(induced by the NBTI effect) of logic gate is also linearly proportional to the active probability. Therefore, our work is also applicable to the NBTI effect. For brevity sake, in
this paper, we focus on the hot-carrier effect. However, the extension of our work to the
NBTI effect is straightforward.

2. ACTIVITY DRIVEN CLOCK TREE
The framework of our AACG is based on the design methodology of activity driven
clock tree [3, 4]. In this section, we borrow the materials from [3, 4] to demonstrate the
framework.
2.1 The Inputs
The design methodology of activity driven clock tree requires high-level synthesis
information: a scheduled DFG and a module binding solution. We describe the two inputs as below.
In high-level synthesis, a behavior-level description is represented by a DFG, in
which each node corresponds to an operation, and each directed edge corresponds to a
dependency relationship. A scheduled DFG is a DFG in which each operation is scheduled into a proper control step to start its execution. Take the scheduled DFG, called ex,
shown in Fig. 1 for illustration. This scheduled DFG ex has eight operations. Operations
o1, o2, and o3 are scheduled into control step 1, operation o4 is scheduled into control step
2, and so on.

Fig. 1. Scheduled DFG ex.

Module binding is to assign each operation in the scheduled DFG to a module that
can execute it. Two operations can share the same module if they are not executed in the
2

To the best of our knowledge, only the hot carrier effect and the NBTI effect may produce the aging skew on
gated clock designs.
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same control step. Take the scheduled DFG ex as an example. Suppose that we are given
two adders, called A1 and A2, one subtractor, called S1, and one multiplier, called M1.
Operations o1, o4 and o8 can share adder A1, operation o3 can be assigned to adder A2,
operations o2 and o5 can share subtractor S1, and operations o6 and o7 can share multiplier M1. We use the following form to describe this module binding solution: A1 = {o1,
o4, o8}, A2 = {o3}, S1 = {o2, o5}, and M1 = {o6, o7}. For brevity sake, in the following,
we say this module binding solution is sol_1.
If a module executes an operation at a control step, then the module is active during
that control step, otherwise the module is idle. Based on a scheduled DFG and a module
binding solution, we can derive the activity patterns of modules. Consider the scheduled
DFG ex. Supposes the module binding solution is sol_1. Then, we can derive the activity
pattern of each module as displayed in Table 1.
Table 1. Activity patterns of modules (for binding solution sol_1).
Module
A1
A2
S1
M1

1
o1
o3
o2

Control Step
2
3
o4
o5
o6

4
o8

o7

Activity Pattern
1101
1000
1010
0011

Note, from the activity pattern, we can easily derive the active probability. For example, the activity pattern of module A1 is 1101. Since module A1 is active in three control steps and there are totally four control steps, the active probability of module A1 is
3/4.
2.2 Clock Tree Layout Estimation
To estimate the delays and power consumptions of the clock tree, we require detailed
information about the parasitic capacitances of the clock tree. Therefore, some assumptions are made for the clock tree:
(1) The layout of the clock tree is an H-tree structure.
(2) The topology of the clock tree is a binary tree structure, and each node in the binary
tree structure corresponds to a clock gate.
(3) Each clock gate is a two-input AND gate.
(4) Each clock gate is pre-placed.
(5) The modules have registers on their inputs that are to be clocked. Based on these assumptions, the delays and power consumptions of the clock tree can be estimated.
Further, both the design skew and the process skew can also be controlled.3
Fig. 2 (a) gives an example. The layout of the clock tree is an H-tree structure. Clock
gates v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7 are pre-placed. In Fig. 2 (a), the signals En1, En2, En3, En4,
En5, En6, and En7 represent the clock control logics of clock gates v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6,
3

Note that our approaches, including our RTL-AACG and our HLS-AACG, have no penalty on both the design skew and the process skew.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. Clock tree layout style.

and v7, respectively. Note, now, the modules have not been placed. The method to derive
the placement of modules (e.g., the placement displayed in Fig. 2 (b)) is discussed in section 2.3.
2.3 Derivation of Clock Control Logics
Given a clock tree, the activity pattern of each clock gate is defined as below. For a
leaf node, its activity pattern is the activity pattern of the module that it controls. For an
internal node, its activity pattern can be calculated by OR-ing (bitwise OR operation) the
activity patterns of its two children. Obviously, for each clock gate, its activity pattern
corresponds to its control logic.

Fig. 3. Clock tree example 1 − CT1.

Take the scheduled DFG ex for example. Suppose that the module binding solution
is sol_1, i.e., A1 = {o1, o4, o8}, A2 = {o3}, S1 = {o2, o5}, and M1 = {o6, o7}. Fig. 3 gives a
possible clock tree, called CT1. Clock gates v1, v2, v3, and v4 control modules A1, M1, S1,
and A2, respectively. From Table 1, the activity patterns of clock gates v1, v2, v3, and v4
are 1101, 0011, 1010, and 1000, respectively. By OR-ing the activity patterns of clock
gates v1 and v2, that the activity pattern of clock gate v5 is 1111. Similarly, the activity
patterns of clock gates v6 and v7 are 1010 and 1111, respectively.
Based on a scheduled DFG and a module binding solution, the objective of [3, 4] is
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to build a clock tree (i.e., derive the clock control logics) so that the power consumption
is minimized. Note the power consumption of the clock tree includes the power consumption of modules, the power consumption of clock gates, and the power consumption
of clock control logics. We use the clock tree CT1 (as shown in Fig. 3) to illustrate the
power calculation as below.
(1) The power consumption of modules. Suppose the power consumptions of adder, subtractor, and multiplier at an active control step are 50, 50, and 100, respectively; the
power consumptions of adder, subtractor, and multiplier at an idle control step are 2,
2 and 5, respectively. Thus, the power consumption of module A1, A2, S1, and M1
are 152, 56, 104, and 210, respectively. The power consumption of modules is 152 +
56 + 104 + 210 = 522.
(2) The power consumption of clock gates. Suppose the power consumption of each
clock gate is 10. Thus, the power consumption of clock gates v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, and
v7 are 30, 20, 20, 10, 40, 20, and 40, respectively. The power consumption of clock
gates is 30 + 20 + 20 + 10 + 40 + 20 + 40 = 180.
(3) The power consumption of clock control logics. Suppose the power consumption of
each transition in the clock control logic is 1. Since the activity pattern of clock gate
v1 is 1101, its clock control logic En1 has two transitions: one transition from control
step 2 to control step 3, and the other one transition from control step 3 to control
step 4. Thus, the power consumption of clock control logic En1 is 2 × 1 = 2. Similarly, the power consumption of clock control logic En2, En3, En4, En5, En6, and
En7 are 2, 4, 2, 0, 4, and 0, respectively. Thus, the power consumption of clock control logics is 2 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 0 + 4 + 0 = 14.
From the above discussions, we conclude: the power consumption of this clock tree
is 522 + 180 + 14 = 716.
Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that, for the design convergence, the module
placement should follow the built clock tree. Suppose the clock tree layout is estimated
as shown in Fig. 2 (a) and the clock control logics are derived as shown in Fig. 3. Then,
for the design convergence, we should have the placement of modules as shown in Fig.
2 (b).

3. AGING DUE TO HOT-CARRIER EFFECT
The thin oxide damage by the hot-carrier effect impacts the delay of an MOS transistor because it shifts the threshold voltage and decreases the drain current driving capability. In the following, we borrow the materials from [16, 17] to estimate the delay degradations of logic gates due to the hot-carrier effect.
From [16, 17], we know the delay degradation of logic gate v is equal to δv × swv ×
CLv × FDv, where δv, swv, CLv, and FDv denote the aging factor4, the number of output
switching activities, the output load capacitance, and the fresh gate delay, respectively.
Further, for a clock gate v, it is obvious that swv = TT × APv, where the notation TT denotes the duration of circuit operation (e.g., ten years) and the notation APv denotes the
active probability of clock gate v. Note that APv = ASv/TC, where ASv is the number of
4

Note the aging factor is in fact inversely proportional to the driving strength of the logic gate.
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active control steps of clock gate v and TC is the number of total control steps. Therefore,
we can also represent the delay degradation of clock gate v as δv × TT × ASv × CLv × FDv/
TC.
In fact, for each clock gate v, when we derive its clock control logic, the values of δv,
TT, CLv, FDv, and TC are already constants. The reasons are elaborated as below.
(1) The duration of circuit operation depends on the design specification. Thus, when we
derive the clock control logics, we can treat TT as a constant.
(2) In our design methodology, the clock gates are placed before their clock control logics are derived. Thus, when we derive the clock control logics, we already know the
aging factor, the output load capacitance, and the fresh gate delay. In other words,
for each clock gate v, when we derive its clock control logic, we can treat CLv, FDv,
and δv as constants.
(3) For a scheduled DFG, the number of total control steps is fixed. Thus, when we derive the clock control logics, we can treat TC as a constant.
Based on the above discussions, for brevity sake, we define a degradation factor αv,
which is a constant and equals to δv × TT × CLv × FDv/TC. Then, we can re-write the
delay degradation of clock gate v as αv × ASv. Note that, when we derive the clock control
logic of clock gate v, since the degradation factor αv is a constant, the number of active
control steps ASv becomes the only one variant to affect the delay degradation of clock
gate v. Further, from the formula, we know: the delay degradation of clock gate v is linearly proportional to the number of active control steps ASv.

4. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLE
In this section, we demonstrate our motivations. Section 4.1 presents the motivation
to study the AACG problem in the RTL synthesis stage. Section 4.2 presents the motivation to study the AACG problem in the high-level synthesis stage.
4.1 AACG in RTL Synthesis Stage
Previous works [3, 4] minimize the power consumption of the clock tree without
considering the aging skew. As a result, although the power consumption of the clock tree
is minimized, the aging skew may be very large.
Take the scheduled DFG shown in ex for example. Suppose that the module binding
solution is sol_1. As studied in section 2.3, the power consumptions of modules, clock
gates, and clock control logics are 522, 180, and 14, respectively. Therefore, the power
consumption of the clock tree CT1 is 716.
Suppose that, for each clock gate v, its degradation factor αv is 1. We analyze the
delay degradation of each clock gate in the clock tree CT1 as below. Since the number of
active control steps of clock gate v1 is 3 (i.e., ASv1 = 3), the delay degradation of clock
gate v1 is αv1 × ASv1 = 1 × 3 = 3. Similarly, the delay degradations of clock gates v2, v3, v4,
v5, v6, and v7 are 2, 2, 1, 4, 2, and 4, respectively.
Then, we analyze the aging skew of the clock tree CT1. The clock path from clock
source to module A1 includes clock gates v7, v5, and v1. Thus, the delay degradation of
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the clock path from clock source to module A1 is 4 + 4 + 3 = 11. Similarly, the delay
degradation of the clock path from clock source to module M1 is 10; the delay degradation of the clock path from clock source to module S1 is 8; and the delay degradation of
the clock path from clock source to module A2 is 7. Therefore, the aging skew of the
clock tree CT1 is 11 − 7 = 4.
However, in fact, based on the same scheduled DFG (i.e., the scheduled DFG ex),
the same module binding solution (i.e., the module binding solution sol_1), and the same
power consumption (i.e., 716), we can derive a clock tree which has a smaller aging
skew. Consider another possible clock tree − the clock tree CT2 shown in Fig. 4. With an
analysis, we find: the power consumptions of modules, clock gates, and clock control
logics are 522, 180, and 14, respectively. Thus, the power consumption of the clock tree
CT2 is also 716. In other words, this clock tree CT2 has the same power consumption as
the clock tree CT1.

Fig. 4. Clock tree example 2 − CT2.

Then, we analyze the aging skew of the clock tree CT2. The delay degradation of
the clock path from clock source to module A1 is 10; the delay degradation of the clock
path from clock source to module A2 is 8; the delay degradation of the clock path from
clock source to module S1 is 9; and the delay degradation of the clock path from clock
source to module M1 is 9. Therefore, the aging skew of the clock tree CT2 is 10 − 8 = 2.
Compared with the clock tree CT1, we find: the clock tree CT2 reduces the aging skew
from 4 to 2 without any penalty on the power consumption.
From the above observation, we know: even if the clock trees have the same power
consumption, they still have different aging skews. Since previous works [3, 4] do not
take the aging skew into account, they may obtain a minimum-power activity driven
clock tree with a very large aging skew. Therefore, we are motivated to overcome the
drawback of previous works [3, 4]. In section 5, we propose our RTL-AACG approach.
Based on a scheduled DFG, a module binding solution, and a constraint on the power
consumption, our RTL-AACG can construct a clock tree in which the aging skew is
minimized.
4.2 AACG in High-Level Synthesis
In fact, the activity patterns of clock gates are dependent on the activity patterns of
modules, while the activity patterns of modules are dependent on the module binding
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solution. Therefore, if we can consider the AACG problem when we derive the module
binding solution, the aging skew can be further reduced.
Take the scheduled DFG ex for illustration. If the module binding solution is sol_1,
the aging skew is at least 2.5 Therefore, if the module binding solution is sol_1, the aging
skew cannot be completely eliminated.
Let’s consider another possible module binding solution: A1 = {o1, o8}, A2 = {o3,
o4}, S1 = {o2, o5}, and M1 = {o6, o7}. For brevity sake, in the following, we say this module binding solution is sol_2. Based on the module binding solution sol_2, Table 2 tabulates the activity pattern of each module.
Table 2. Activity patterns of modules (for binding solution sol_2).
Module
A1
A2
S1
M1

1
o1
o3
o2

Control Step
2
3

4
o8

o4
o5
o6

o7

Activity Pattern
1001
1100
1010
0011

Fig. 5. Clock tree example 3 − CT3.

If the module binding solution is sol_2, there exists a clock tree whose aging skew
is 0. Fig. 5 gives a possible clock tree, called CT3, based on the scheduled DFG ex and
the module binding solution sol_2. We analyze the aging skew of the clock tree CT3. We
find the delay degradation of each clock path is 9. Therefore, the aging skew is 0. Obviously, in the clock tree CT3, the aging skew is completely eliminated.
From the above observation, we know: the module binding solution has a significant impact on the aging skew. Therefore, we are motivated to consider the AACG
problem in the high-level synthesis stage. In section 6, we propose our HLS-AACG approach. Based on a scheduled DFG, a set of modules, and a constraint on the power
consumption, our HLS-AACG can further minimize the aging skew by performing the
simultaneous application of module binding and clock tree construction.

5. RTL-AACG APPROACH
In this section, we use an ILP to formally draw up our RTL-AACG approach. Given
5

In section 5, we show: if the module binding solution is sol_1, the minimum value of the aging skew is 2.
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a scheduled DFG, a module binding solution and a constraint on the power consumption,
our objective is to construct a minimum-aging-skew clock tree. Note, under the given
constraints, our RTL-AACG guarantees obtaining the optimal solution.
First, we define the notations used in our ILP as below.
(1) The notation V denotes the set that includes all the clock gates in the clock tree. The
notation B denotes the set that includes all the clock gates at the bottom level (i.e.,
the level nearest to the modules) of the clock tree. The notation I denotes the set
that includes all the modules. The notation C denotes the set that includes all the
control steps.
(2) The notation H denotes the set that includes all the clock paths in the clock tree.
Note, in the set H, each clock path is represented by a set that includes all the clock
gates in this clock path.
(3) The notation Pow is a constant that denotes the constraint on the power consumption of the clock tree. The notation PAi (the notation PIi) is a constant that denotes
the power consumption of module i at an active (idle) control step. The notation
PGv is a constant that denotes the power consumption of clock gate v at an active
control step. The notation PTv is a constant that denotes the power consumption of
each transition in the clock control logic of clock gate v.
(4) The notation αv is a constant that denotes the degradation factor of clock gate v.
(5) The notation parent(v) denotes the parent of clock gate v.
(6) The notation βi,c is a constant. The value of βi,c is determined according to the
scheduled DFG and the module binding solution: if module i is active at control step
c, then βi,c = 1; otherwise, βi,c = 0.
(7) The notation Av,c is a binary variable. If clock gate v is active at control step c, then
Av,c = 1; otherwise, Av,c = 0.
(8) The notation Tv,c is a binary variable. If the clock control logic of clock gate v has a
transition from control step c to control step [(c + 1) modulo TC], where TC is a
constant that represents the number of total control steps, then Tv,c = 1; otherwise,
Tv,c = 0.
(9) The notation Yi,v is a binary variable. If module i is the child of clock gate v, then
Yi,v = 1; otherwise, Yi,v = 0.
(10) The notation max_deg (the notation min_deg) is a real-value variable that denotes
the maximum delay degradation (the minimum delay degradation) among all the
clock paths. Then, obviously, the aging skew is equal to (max_deg − min_deg).
Next, we introduce our objective function and the constraints. Our objective function is to minimize the aging skew. Thus, we describe our objective function as below:
minimize (max_deg − min_deg).
If clock gate v is active at control step c, then its parent is also active at control step
c. Thus, for each clock gate v and each control step c, we have the following constraint:
Av,c ≤ Aparent(v),c.

(1)

At the bottom level of the clock tree, each clock gate v is the parent of one module.
Thus, for each clock gate v at the bottom level of the clock tree, we have the following
constraint:
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∑ Yi,v = 1.

(2)

i∈I

Each module i is the child of one clock gate at the bottom-level. Thus, for each module i, we have the following constraint:

∑ Yi,v = 1.

(3)

v∈B

Suppose that clock gate v (at the bottom level of the clock tree) is the parent of module i. If module i is active at control step c, clock gate v is also active at control step c.
Thus, for each clock gate v (at the bottom level of the clock tree), each module i, and each
control step c, we have the following constraint:
Yi,v + βi,c ≤ Av,c + 1.

(4)

The variable max_deg denotes the maximum delay degradation among all the clock
paths. Thus, for each clock path h ∈ H, we have the following constraint:

∑ ∑ α v × Av,c ≤ max_deg.

(5)

v∈h c∈C

The variable min_deg denotes the minimum delay degradation among all the clock
paths. Thus, for each clock path h ∈ H, we have the following constraint:

∑ ∑ α v × Av,c ≥ min_deg.

(6)

v∈h c∈C

If the value of Av,c and the value of Av,c′ are different, where c′ = [(c + 1) modulo TC],
then the clock control logic of clock gate v has a transition from control step c to control
step c′. Thus, for each clock gate v at control step c, we have the following two constraints:
Av,c − Av,c′ ≤ Tv,c.
Av,c′ − Av,c ≤ Tv,c.

(7)
(8)

The constant Pow gives an upper bound on the power consumption. Thus, we have
the following constraint:

∑ ∑ [βi,c × PAi + (1 − βi,c ) × PIi ] + ∑ ∑ Av,c × PGv + ∑ ∑ Tv,c × PTv ≤ Pow.
i∈I c∈C

v∈V c∈C

(9)

v∈V c∈C

6. HLS-AACG APPROACH
In this section, we use an ILP to formally draw up our HLS-AACG approach. Given
a scheduled DFG, a set of modules, and a constraint on the power consumption, our objective is to minimize the aging skew by performing the simultaneous application of mod-
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ule binding and clock tree construction. Note, under the given constraints, our HLSAACG guarantees obtaining the optimal solution.
Our HLS-AACG is developed from our RTL-AACG. The objective function of our
HLS-AACG is the same as that of our RTL-AACG. Also, all the constraints in our RTLAACG still exist in our HLS-AACG. However, it should be mentioned that: since the
module binding has not been performed, our HLS-AACG does not know the activity patterns of modules in advance. Thus, in our HLS-AACG, the notation βi,c is a binary variable instead of a constant.
Further, we define the following additional notations for HLS-AACG.
(1) The notation FU(n) denotes the set that includes all the modules can execute operation n.
(2) The notation N(c) denotes the set that includes all the operations scheduled at control
step c.
(3) The notation s(n) is a constant that denotes the control step that operation n is scheduled into. Note, for each operation n, its s(n) can be obtained directly from the given
scheduled DFG.
(4) The notation Xn,i is a binary variable. If operation n is assigned to module i, then Xn,i
= 1; otherwise, Xn,i = 0.
Compared with our RTL-AACG, our HLS-AACG need to have three extra constraints as below. Since each operation must be assigned to one module, for each operation n, we have the following constraint:

∑

i∈FU ( n )

X n,i = 1.

(10)

Due to lifetime constraint, two operations cannot share the same module at the same
control step. Thus, for each module i at control step c, we have the following constraint:

∑

n∈N ( c )

X n,i ≤ 1.

(11)

If operation n is assigned to module i, then module i is active at control step s(n).
Thus, for each operation n and each module i, we have the following constraint:
Xn,i ≤ βi,s(n).

(12)

7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Section 7.1 describes the setup of our experimental environment. Section 7.2 compares our RTL-AACG and our HLS-AACG with the approach proposed in [3, 4]. Section 7.3 compares our HLS-AACG with the approach proposed in [5]. Section 7.4 makes
comparisons between our RTL-AACG and our HLS-AACG. Section 7.5 demonstrates
the CPU times of different approaches.
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7.1 Setup of Experimental Environment

We use Extended LINGO Release 10.0 as the ILP solver. The platform is Windows
2003 x64 running on Intel Xeon E5355 CPU with 8GB RAM. Six benchmark circuits are
used to test the effectiveness of our approach. Benchmark circuits HAL, BF, EF, and
DWT are popular DSP applications, while benchmark circuits IDCT2 and DIST2 are representative functions adopted from the MediaBench suite [20]. The scheduled DFGs of
these benchmark circuits are derived by the list scheduling approach [21].
Table 3 tabulates the characteristics of benchmark circuits. The column Operations
gives 6-tuple (#ad, #su, #mu#, #di, #se, #co), where #ad, #su, #mu, #di, #se, and #co are
the numbers of addition operations, subtraction operations, multiplication operations,
selection operations, and comparison operations, respectively. For example, benchmark
circuit HAL has 2 addition operations, 2 subtraction operations, 6 multiplication operations, and 1 comparison operations. The column Steps gives the number of control steps.
The column Modules gives 6-tuple (#add, #sub, #mul#, #div, #sel, #com), where #add,
#sub, #mul#, #div, #sel, and #com are the numbers of adders, subtractors, multipliers, divisors, selectors, and comparators, respectively.
Table 3. Characteristics of benchmark circuits.
Circuit
HAL
BF
EF
DWT
IDCT2
DIST2

Operations
(2, 2, 6, 0, 0, 1)
(12, 6, 11, 0, 0, 0)
(26, 0, 8, 0, 0, 0)
(12, 0, 18, 0, 0, 0)
(32, 20, 40, 4, 0, 0)
(256, 0, 64, 0, 3, 3)

Steps
4
8
14
14
24
86

Modules
(2, 1, 4, 0, 0, 1)
(2, 2, 3, 0, 0, 0)
(4, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0)
(2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0)
(6, 3, 7, 1, 0, 0)
(9, 0, 3, 0, 1, 1)

These benchmark circuits are targeted to TSMC 0.18μm process technology. Our
experimental environment is established as below.
(1) Each module is assumed to be 16-bit design. We use Synopsys DesignWare to implement the modules. For each module, its active power consumption and its idle
power consumption (at a control step) are measured through Synopsys Hspice simulation.
(2) The input transition time of the clock source is assumed to be 100 ps. The clock rate
is assumed to be 500 MHz.
(3) We use the cell AND2X1 to implement the clock gates. According to the H-tree
structure, we can estimate the wire capacitances of the clock gates. Then, for each
clock gate, based on the wire capacitance, we use Synopsys Hspice to derive its fresh
gate delay and its power consumption at an active control step. Further, we use Mentor Eldo to measure the aged gate delays of clock gates (by considering the hot carrier effect). The duration of circuit operation is assumed to be ten years.
(4) We use Synopsys Hspice to measure the power consumptions of transitions in the
clock control logics of a real design. Then, we derive the average value. We use this
average value to estimate the power consumption of a transition in the clock control
logic.
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For comparisons, we implement the following four methods.
(1) Method-A (i.e., the approach proposed in [3, 4]). We use the left edge algorithm [21]
to derive the module binding solution. Then, a post-processing is performed to balance the active probabilities of modules.6 Finally, we use the approach proposed in
[3, 4] to derive the gated clock tree construction in RTL synthesis stage. Note the
approach proposed in [3, 4] does not take the aging skew into account.
(2) Method-B (i.e., our RTL-AACG). We use the left edge algorithm [21] to derive the
module binding solution. Then, a post-processing is performed to balance the active
probabilities of modules. Finally, we use our RTL-AACG approach to derive the
gated clock tree construction.
(3) Method-C (i.e., our HLS-AACG). We use our HLS-AACG approach to derive the
module binding solution and the gated clock tree construction.
(4) Method-D (i.e., the approach proposed in [5]). We use the approach proposed in [5]
to derive the module binding solution and the gated clock tree construction in the
high-level synthesis stage. Note the approach proposed in [5] does not take the aging
skew into account.
It should be mentioned: for the same benchmark circuit, these four methods have the
same design skew and the same process skew, since they are based on the same H-tree
structure.
7.2 Comparisons with Method-A

In this subsection, we compare Method-B (i.e., our RTL-AACG) and Method-C (i.e.,
our HLS-AACG) with Method-A (i.e., the approach proposed in [3, 4]). Table 4 tabulates
the aging skews of these three methods. The column PB denotes the power consumption
obtained by Method-A. Under the constraint that the power consumption does not exceed the value of PB, Method-B and Method-C are applied. The columns M-A, M-B, and
M-C denote Method-A, Method-B, and Method-C, respectively. The column Improvement denotes the relative improvement over Method-A. We find: the average improvement of Method-B over Method-A is 18.1%, and the average improvement of Method-C
over Method-A is 25.9%.
Table 4. Comparisons on the aging skews among Method-A, Method-B, and Method-C.

6

Circuit

PB (mW)

HAL
BF
EF
DWT
IDCT2
DIST2

16.824
16.351
7.923
13.809
21.831
11.541

M-A
9.69
39.86
41.03
24.39
71.14
56.79

Aging Skew (ps)
M-B
8.31
31.59
36.11
17.46
58.22
48.08

M-C
7.96
29.40
31.62
17.37
49.78
39.96

Improvement (%)
M-B
M-C
14.2
17.9
20.7
26.2
12.0
22.9
28.41
28.8
18.16
30.0
15.3
29.6

Intuitively, if the active probabilities of modules are close, the aging skew are easier to control. However, the left
edge algorithm [21] may result in a large difference in the active probabilities of modules. Therefore, here, we
perform a post-processing in order to reduce the difference. Our post-processing is a greedy algorithm as below.
Initially, we unmark each operation. Then, we enter an iterative process. In each loop of the iterative process, we
perform the following two actions. First, we find the module i that has the largest active probability; Second, we
try to move an unmarked operation from the module i to another module that can also execute it but has a smaller
active probability. Note, whenever an operation is moved, it is marked (in other words, each operation can be
moved only one time). The iterative process repeats until no unmarked operation can be moved.
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7.3 Comparisons with Method-D

Since both Method-C (i.e., our HLS-AACG) and Method-D (i.e., the approach proposed in [5]) synthesize the clock gating in the high-level synthesis stage, this subsection
compares these two methods. Table 5 tabulates the aging skews of these two methods.
The column PB denotes the power consumption obtained by Method-D. Under the constraint that the power consumption does not exceed the value of PB, Method-C is applied.
The columns M-D denotes Method-D. The column Improvement denotes the relative
improvement of Method-C over Method-D. We find the average improvement is 23.7%.
Table 5. Comparisons on the aging skews of Method-C and Method-D.
Circuit

PB (mW)

HAL
BF
EF
DWT
IDCT2
DIST2

15.224
15.708
7.440
12.053
19.828
10.624

Aging Skew (ps)
M-C
M-D
7.84
9.82
29.02
37.04
32.04
36.84
17.62
27.03
49.23
69.12
40.25
52.68

Improvement (%)
20.2
21.7
13.0
34.8
28.8
23.6

7.4 Comparisons between Method-B and Method-C

Under our clock tree model and delay degradation model, if there is no clock gating
(i.e., the active probability of each clock gate is 100%), the aging skew is definitely to be
zero. Therefore, each benchmark circuit exists at least one zero-aging-skew activity driven
clock tree solution. Based on that observation, we can apply Method-B (i.e., our RTLAACG) and Method-C (i.e., our HLS-AACG) to minimize the power consumption under
the constraint that the aging skew is zero. In this subsection, we make comparisons between Method-B and Method-C.
Table 6 tabulates the power consumptions of Method-B and Method-C. In the second column, we report the power consumption of the clock tree (i.e., the summation of the
power consumption of modules, the power consumption of clock gates, and the power
consumption of clock control logics). The column Imp denotes the relative improvement
of Method-C over Method-B. It should also be mentioned that: for the same benchmark
circuit, no matter which method is applied, the power consumption of modules is almost
the same value. Therefore, to effectively judge the improvement on the power consumption, in the third column, we report the value that excludes the power consumption of
modules. With an analysis, we find: if the power consumption of modules is included, the
average improvement of Method-C over Method-B is 5.4%; if the power consumption of
modules is excluded, the average improvement of Method-C over Method-B is 16.0%.
7.5 Comparisons on the CPU Times

Table 7 tabulates the CPU times of these four methods. Note, under different constraints on the power consumptions, the CPU times of the same circuit may be slightly
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Table 6. Comparisons on the power consumptions of Method-B and Method-C.
Circuit
HAL
BF
EF
DWT
IDCT2
DIST2

Power Consumption

Power Consumption

(Modules + Clock Gates + Clock Control Logics)

(Clock Gates + Clock Control Logics)

M-B (mW)
17.271
17.093
8.953
14.107
26.101
16.088

M-C (mW)
17.266
16.929
8.221
13.945
24.235
13.689

Imp (%)
0.0
0.9
8.2
1.1
7.1
14.9

M-B (mW)
2.567
3.093
2.775
1.622
8.043
7.787

M-C (mW)
2.563
2.929
2.042
1.460
6.177
5.388

Imp (%)
0.2
5.3
26.4
10.0
23.2
30.8

Table 7. Comparisons on the CPU times of these four methods.
Circuit
HAL
BF
EF
DWT
IDCT2
DIST2

M-A (sec)
2
21
38
7
330
442

M-B (sec)
5
31
52
9
551
890

M-C (sec)
156
1781
1045
697
15647
26324

M-D (sec)
72
398
214
151
3645
7069

different. Thus, in Table 7, we report the average values. We find: since Method-A and
Method-B synthesize the clock gating in the RTL synthesis stage, their CPU times are
smaller; on the other hand, since Method-C and Method-D synthesizes the clock gating in
the high-level synthesis stage, their CPU times are larger (due to a larger solution spaces).
For Method-A and Method-B, even in large circuits (e.g., IDCT2 and DIST2), the CPU
times are still within fifteen minutes; on the other hand, for Method-C and Method-D, in
large circuits, the CPU times are hours.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents the first attempt for the synthesis of gated clock designs with the
aging skew considered. Our work includes two aspects: RTL-AACG and HLS-AACG.
Compared with the approach proposed in [3, 4], our RTL-AACG and HLS-AACG can
reduce 18.1% and 25.9% of the aging skew, respectively, without any penalty on the
power consumption. Compared with the approach proposed in [5], our HLS-AACG can
reduce 23.7% of the aging skew without any penalty on the power consumption.
We leave the following two topics as our future work.
(1) To estimate the delays and power consumptions of the clock tree in the high-level
synthesis stage, our design methodology has made many assumptions: the layout of
the clock tree must be an H-tree structure; the topology of the clock tree must be a
binary clock tree structure; and so on. These assumptions greatly limit the practical
use of our design methodology. Thus, there is a demand to develop a more practical
design methodology.
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(2) Instead of eliminating the clock skew, the clock skew can be utilized as a manageable
resource to improve the circuit performance [22, 23]. However, the synthesis of nonzero clock skew circuits requires not only the aged clock path delay but also the aged
combinational path delay. So far, our design methodology only can estimate the aged
clock path delay. There is a demand to study the estimation of the aged combinational
path delay.
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